This paper presents a scalable method to generate close to minimal size test pattern sets for stuck-at faults in scan based circuits. The method creates sets of potentially compatible faults based on necessary assignments. It guides the justification and propagation decisions to create patterns that will accommodate most targeted faults. The technique presented achieves close to minimal test pattern sets for ISCAS circuits. For industrial circuits it achieves much smaller test pattern sets than other methods in designs sensitive to decision order used in ATPG.
Introduction
For scan based circuits the test application time is proportional to the test set size and the length of the longest scan chain. Hence, it is important to reduce test set size by generating compact test sets in order to reduce test cost. In recent years, with the introduction of test compression techniques, test cost has been reduced. Test compression techniques introduce test generation time overhead. This overhead has been initially compensated by the utilization of faster Automatic Test Pattern Generator (ATPG) engines. However, faster ATPG engines may create abnormally large test sets for some circuits under test (CUTs). This weakness in the ATPG heuristics must be overcome to avoid abnormal pattern counts for some CUTs. At the same time test generation must be completed in a reasonable time to cope with large industrial designs.
The techniques to obtain a compact test set can be classified into static and dynamic compaction methods. Static compaction methods are applied to already generated test sets to further reduce their size by removing redundant tests. Some of these methods do not alter the tests in the set [1] [11] . Others, after relaxing the test vectors in the set, attempt to target faults detected by a vector so that they will be detected by other vectors in the set, rendering the initial vector redundant [7] [13] . Dynamic compaction methods attempt different heuristics to accommodate detection of more faults by a test pattern while it is being created [4] . The basic principle of dynamic compaction is to create a test cube for a fault, called primary or parent fault, and use the resulting specified positions as constraints to target other faults, called the secondary or child faults. The best results in test set size are obtained by methods using both static and dynamic compaction techniques.
This work focuses on opportunistically achieving close to minimal test sets using dynamic compaction techniques. The objective is not to create minimal test sets but to get consistently close to minimal test counts with a fast algorithm that can be applied to industrial designs. An ATPG engine based on the D-algorithm using new ways to guide decisions in order to accommodate detection of more faults by the same test vector is developed. The guidance is based on a preprocessing step that computes sets of faults based on some of their necessary assignments. After the preprocessing step, the faults in a set are targeted for test generation. Each time a decision is to be made by the ATPG, an attempt to avoid violating the necessary assignments of the remaining faults in the set is made.
The rest of this paper is organized in the following manner. Section 2 describes earlier works on compact test set generation related to the present work and others that achieve related results. Section 3 presents the dynamic compaction algorithm proposed. Experimental results are given in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Earlier Works
Terms related to test generation procedures and used later in the paper are defined below [1] . Definition 1: J-frontier is the set of all gates whose output value is known but is not implied by its input values. Definition 2: D-frontier is the set of all gates whose output value is unknown and they have one or more error signals on their inputs. Definition 3: Test cube is a test vector that contains unspecified values.
In [12] , the authors combine dynamic and static techniques to generate minimal or close to minimal test sets. Dynamic fault ordering, a technique to sort the fault list during test generation, based on the computation of independent fault sets (IFS) is used. IFS are sets of faults in which no two faults can be detected by the same test vector. In [12] , after the generation of a test vector the largest IFS remaining is placed on top of the fault list and a new fault is selected as a target for test generation from the IFS.
Another heuristic, rotating backtrace, based on the rotation of gate inputs selected to justify values in the J-frontier, is employed to facilitate detection of yet undetected faults. Double detection, which requires each fault to be detected twice before being dropped from the fault list, is used as a dynamic compaction technique to create test vectors that detect earlier detected faults [8] . This facilitates dropping of tests generated earlier by performing reverse order fault simulation. Extremely compact test sets are created in [8] at the expense of large computational times. This reduces the method's applicability to larger designs. In [6] , a similar trade-off between test set generation time and test set size is proposed. Using similarly oriented techniques, smaller test set sizes are achieved at the expense of additional computing time. We will compare the results obtained with the proposed method to those obtained in [6] and [8] .
In [5] a method, called SCOAP, to guide ATPG decisions is introduced. SCOAP is aimed at measuring the complexity of justifying a line value and observing a gate. It does this by creating scalar estimates of how many circuit inputs are necessary to control and observe each gate. Its complexity is linear in the circuit gate count. SCOAP has the disadvantage that it fails in the presence of reconvergent fanout by either underestimating or overestimating the scalar measures. Also it is static in the sense that it does not take into account yet undetected faults for ATPG guidance.
The work in [15] uses necessary assignments (NA) for sensitizing selected paths in order to create compact test sets to detect transition faults through longest testable paths. A NA set of faults, is a subset of faults such that necessary assignments of any pair of paths in the set do not conflict. In [15] , the collection of NAs for all paths in a set are called set assignments (CA). Next, tests to satisfy all necessary assignments of CA are derived. These tests sensitize all paths and detect the corresponding transition faults in a set. The paths chosen are first verified to be sensitizable and the target transition faults are detected when the paths are sensitized. So, the problem of creating a test for these faults is reduced to justifying the necessary assignments for sensitizing the faults. In [15] it is pointed out that once a set C is formed, it is very rare that the necessary assignments in the corresponding CA cannot be simultaneously justified.
In this work the focus is on stuck-at faults. We also form sets of faults based on necessary assignments that do not conflict. However, not all necessary assignments to detect a fault can be used. We use a limited set of necessary assignments for the activation and propagation of faults in forming sets of faults. The collection of the necessary assignments for faults in the set CA are used to guide J-frontier and D-frontier decisions by the ATPG when generating a test for a fault. In this way, we attempt to avoid conflicts with CA. Thus, it is possible that the ATPG will violate some necessary assignments in CA in searching for a test. This will happen when the ATPG cannot create a test 
The proposed method
The objective of both static and dynamic compaction is to produce smaller test sets. As discussed before in Section 2 some compaction procedures attempt to find optimal test sets with computationally intensive techniques.
This section describes two scalable methods we propose for generating test sets of near minimal size. Section 3.1 describes the necessary assignments of a fault and which ones are considered by our methods. Section 3.2 describes the single detections (SDA) algorithm. Section 3.3 provides an example of the SDA method and Section 3.4 describes the proposed extra detections (EDA) method.
Necessary assignments
For a fault f, necessary assignments (NA) are every line value necessary for the detection of the fault. This includes values to activate f and propagate its effect to a fanout stem or an output. The number of necessary assignments to detect a stuck-at fault can be increased, for example, by determining dominators [9] and using learning techniques [10] [14] .
We use necessary assignments obtained by using simple forward and backward implications on the fault-free circuit only. Specifically, we do not use dominator analysis and learning techniques. Thus, implications stop at the first fanout stem or output reached from the fault site and the backward implications stop when inputs of a gate are not uniquely implied by its output. We illustrate the necessary assignments we use by determining them for f in Figure  1 . The necessary assignments we use for f are shown in bold and are underlined. For f, many additional necessary assignments can be found using dominators and learning. These are shown in italics without underlines. It should be noted that not all underlined assignments in bold are normally regarded as necessary assignments. For example the outputs of gates B and D. In our method we use these values as necessary assignments for f.
Single detections algorithm (SDA)
The key concept in the single detections algorithm is the addition of a pre-processing step to test generation. This pre-processing step screens faults to determine which ones should be targeted for detection by a test and determines how ATPG decisions are made. It does this by computing NAs for the faults. If two faults have conflicting NAs they cannot be detected with the same pattern. If they have compatible NAs they will be targeted with the same pattern and the Jfrontier and D-frontier decisions will be guided, using the computed NA, in an attempt to facilitate detecting the faults with a single test.
SDA works in the following way. It orders the faults placing the ones with larger number of NAs first. However, instead of ordering on actual number of NAs per fault we use an easily computed approximation of the NA count. We call this NAest. This is done to avoid determining the NA of all faults upfront since during test generation only the NA of faults that remain undetected are needed. The NAest computation time for the entire fault list is linear in the gate count of the circuit. The motivation for ordering the faults in decreasing order of NAest is that faults with larger NAest will tend to have more conflicts with other faults and restrict to a larger degree the number of additional faults that can be detected by a single test. After this preprocessing step test generation is started.
The first untargeted fault f p from the ordered fault list is selected as a parent fault and added to a set C. The NA of f p are computed and added to the set of set assignments CA. Next the NA of a yet undetected fault f is checked for compatibility with CA. If f can be activated and has an Xpath under CA, NA of f with CA as constraints are computed. If there is a conflict CA is restored and f discarded. Else f is added to C and CA is updated with the computed NA of f.
After C is formed, every fault except f p in C is sorted. The sorting criterion is the number of previous times that f was targeted as a secondary target fault. If f was targeted more times it is placed higher in the list. If two faults were attempted the same number of times, sorting places first the fault whose NAest value is larger. In this way more restrictive faults are placed first in the list to be targeted.
After C is sorted, f p is targeted by the ATPG. Every time a J-frontier decision or a D-frontier decision has to be made by the ATPG we attempt to maximize the compatibility of the 
Once all the faults in C are targeted, the unspecified values in the final test cube are randomly filled, the resulting test vector is fault simulated and all the detected faults are dropped. This process is repeated until the fault list F has no more faults which were not targeted as parent faults. In Figure  2 , we give a pseudocode of the ATPG flow.
An example of SDA method
Consider the circuit of Figure 3 with f 1 , f 2 and f 3 being the only faults remaining in the fault list F. The gate whose output is labeled m is a multiplexer. Lets us assume that the faults are originally ordered in ascending order of their indices. Next we discuss the effect of applying SCOAP and random decision order as well as the SDA algorithm in generating tests for the faults.
If SCOAP based guidance is applied to a test for f 1 a Dalgorithm based ATPG will face two decisions. One in the J-frontier when justifying line f=1 and the other in the Dfrontier when propagating g=D through g1 or g2. Since the circuit is symmetrical the choices could be c=1 for justifying f=1 and g1 to propagate the error value on g. This will result in a test vector that cannot accommodate detection of any of the other two faults. This is because f 2 is blocked since c is set to 1 and f 3 is blocked because the select input p of the multiplexer will be 0 to propagate the error value on g1. This is illustrated in Figure 4 . When targeting f 2 , the same choice in the D-frontier will be faced and SCOAP based guidance will again lead to the same result. For these faults SCOAP based guidance will lead to three test patterns.
Instead if random decision order is used, the D-algorithm, when faced with the same decisions has a 50% chance to decide among two choices for each decision. Computing the probabilities for different sets of tests to detect the faults using random decisions, with probability 0.25 a single pattern to detect all faults will be obtained, with probability 0.625 two patterns to detect all faults will be created and with probability 0.125 three patterns will be created.
If the SDA algorithm is used, NAs for the faults in F will be computed. As there is no conflict in the necessary assignments a set C including all the faults in F will be formed. The necessary assignments for all the faults in F are displayed in Figure 3 . When the J-frontier decision on f is to be made the SDA algorithm will choose d to set f=1 to avoid conflict with c=0 which is part of the CA of C. When the D-frontier decision in g is to be made, SDA algorithm will choose branch g2 to avoid conflicting with the assignment p=1, which is also part of CA. The pattern created in this way can detect faults f 2 and f 3 . Thus, the SDA algorithm will produce one test vector to detect all the faults.
Extra detections algorithm (EDA)
In order to reduce the pattern count obtained using the SDA procedure given above, we used the following observation in deriving a modified procedure called extra detections algorithm.
As test generation proceeds, the number of yet undetected faults decreases and the sizes of the sets of compatible faults constructed from the undetected faults decreases. We can increase the sizes of sets by adding faults that have been detected by tests generated earlier. This causes some faults to be detected several times without increasing the size of the test set compared to that obtained by using the SDA algorithm. Multiple detection of faults improves the quality of tests by increasing the probability of detection of unmodeled faults. This observation was the motivation behind the recent work called Embedded Multi-Detect ATPG [3] . Additionally, as observed in [8] , the extra detections of earlier detected faults causes some of the tests generated earlier to become unnecessary and they can be dropped using static compaction techniques [8] [11] .
We modify the formation of sets in the SDA algorithm to obtain the EDA algorithm. In the SDA algorithm the fault sets are formed from yet undetected faults. In the EDA algorithm after considering the yet undetected faults to form the sets we consider faults already detected in increasing order of the number of times they are detected. In order to increase the probability of dropping earlier generated tests we use the following heuristics in processing the already detected faults. We only keep the faults that are detected less than ten times, dropping the faults at the tenth detection. For each fault we record the first pattern that detects it and the number of faults detected by the pattern for the first time. For each earlier generated pattern we record the number of faults uniquely detected. We use this number when considering faults that are detected exactly one time by earlier tests.
When we consider adding already detected faults to a set we first consider faults detected only once in the following order. If the pattern p that detects a fault f uniquely detects fewer faults, then f is placed in the set ahead of other faults. This heuristic increases the probability of dropping patterns that uniquely detected fewer faults since faults not uniquely detected by such patterns are already detected by other patterns.
While considering faults detected two or more times we use the following heuristics. Faults are considered in increasing order of the number of times they are detected. Let faults f and g be detected the same number of times and patterns p and q detect f and g for the first time respectively. We place f ahead of g if pattern p detected fewer faults for the first time than pattern q.
Experimental results
In this section, experimental results for ISCAS benchmark circuits and industrial designs are presented. All results for ISCAS circuits were obtained using a 3.6-GHz processor. Results for industrial circuits were obtained using a 2.8-GHz processor. The proposed procedures were implemented as add on to a commercial ATPG based on the D-algorithm. Table 1 shows results for the ISCAS benchmark circuits set. In Table 1 , after the circuit name the pattern counts for different test generation methods are shown. Under column Time (sec) the run times for the different methods are shown. Next, under column BCE the bridge coverage estimates, computed as in [2] , are shown for some test generation methods. In Table 1 , the abbreviation SDA refers to the single detections method, EDA refers to the extra detections method, SC is for static test compaction of [11] used on tests obtained using method EDA, LB is the highest known lower bounds on the test set sizes from [6] , MT is the method in [6] and CT is the method in [8] . Run times for SC are not shown since they were negligible. For the largest ISCAS circuit (s38584), it took 0.14 seconds to perform SC on the test set obtained using EDA.
Results on ISCAS circuits
From Table 1 we can see that the proposed algorithms approach and even sometimes match the lower bounds known for ISCAS circuits. Only in the three circuits marked (*) the method failed to approach the lower bound and produced a high pattern count. In one case (**), both the proposed methods produced the smallest test set known so far. Given the disparity of the capabilities of the computers used to run the different procedures we can only focus on the run time trends relative to circuit sizes to discern the scalability of different methods. To illustrate this, in Figure 5 we plot the run times of methods SDA, EDA, MT and CT normalized by dividing the run time by the number of testable faults in the circuit. The normalized run times and the number of faults are given on a logarithmic scale. The gridlines are for every increase in the magnitude order. It can be seen that the run time per fault of SDA and EDA procedures are essentially constant where as the run times for MT and CT methods increase dramatically as the circuit size grows.
Bridge coverage estimate was proposed in [2] as a measure of detection of unmodeled defects. From the last three columns of Table 1 we note that the BCE for tests generated using EDA is higher than that of the tests generated using SDA even though the test set sizes of EDA are smaller. The BCE of test sets obtained after reducing the test sets of EDA by using static compaction are also higher. Thus we conclude that EDA produces smaller but higher quality test sets. Of course EDA requires longer run times compared to SDA.
It is important to notice that fault coverage is not reported for ISCAS circuits because the fault efficiency obtained was Table 2 . Industrial designs results 100%, i.e. every testable stuck-at fault was detected.
Results on industrial designs
The results on five industrial circuits are given in Table  2 . After the circuit name we give the circuit gate count in thousands of gates followed by the fault coverage and fault efficiency. Each one is reported only once because they are the same for every test generation method.
In Table 2 , we report test set sizes for various test generation procedures. Here, Rand and SCOAP stand for test generation procedures using random decision order and SCOAP based decision order, respectively. The results given under Rand and SCOAP are obtained after performing static compaction [11] on the test sets. Method SDASC represents the use of SDA followed by static compaction and the other methods are the same as given earlier in Table 1 . Next three columns give run times relative to the run time of the Rand procedure. In the last two columns we give the bridge coverage estimate for SC and the best BCE of Rand and SCOAP based test generation methods.
From Table 2 , it can be noted that for some circuits the random decision order based method gives much smaller test sets than the SCOAP based decision order but for other circuits it produces larger test sets. However, the proposed methods consistently give smaller test sets for all the circuits. The BCE of the test sets generated using EDA followed by static compaction are typically higher than the BCE of the Rand and SCOAP methods. Only for circuit c-845 the BCE of SC is lower than the best BCE of Rand and SCOAP due to the fact that the test set size is several times larger than the one for SC.
From Table 2 we can see that the run time ratio for the proposed methods vs. Rand remains almost constant making the methods scalable. For SDA, this ratio is 1.26 and for EDA this ratio is 3.04. This difference comes from the increased times that a fault was targeted for detection.
Conclusions
A scalable dynamic compaction technique that relies on preprocessing to determine guidance for the ATPG decisions was proposed. The proposed method generates minimal or close to minimal test sets, except in three cases, for ISCAS benchmark circuits. For industrial designs it outperforms the best results of random and SCOAP based decision guidance by always producing similar or better test set sizes. It is a scalable technique because it maintains an almost constant run time ratio with other guidance methods currently used in commercial tools.
